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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine inspection was conducted in the areas of operations, maintenance,
surveillance, engineering, plant support, review of licensee event reports,
and licensee action on previous inspection items. Numerous facility tours
were conducted and facility operations observed.

Results:

Plant 0 erations

The inspection period was characterized by plant transients or incidents
caused by either equipment failure or operator error. An inadvertent safety
injection/reactor trip from full power was caused by a faulty relay, paragraph
3.b.(2). Control room operators handled this event well. One operator error
resulted in a reactor trip, paragraph 3.b.(l). However, operator responses to
the reactor trip and a perceived boron dilution event were good. Proper
operator response was also noted following the unexpected control rod movement
discussed in surveillance paragraph 4.b.(l).
Operators performed well during each of the observed reactor start-ups. A
controlled shutdown was well done during the period. The inspectors
identified one violation in this area.
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Maintenance

Inadept;ate procedures and poor work performance resulted in a licensee event
review ieam following feedwater isolation valve maintenance, paragraph
4.a.(2). Two examples of a violation were identified for inadequate
maintenance procedures for safety-related valves, paragraph 4.a.(2) and .

4.a.(3). Continued management attention is warranted in the area of
surveillance procedure content as it relates to circuitry testing and
conducting procedures during unusual plant operating modes. Otherwise
activities in this area were performed adequately.

E ineerin

Engineers adequately resolved technical issues resulting from the reactor
trip/safety injection event, paragraph 5.a. The licensee's spent fuel pool
cooling system licensing and design basis bounds the current practice of
offloading the entire core during refueling outages, paragraph 5.b.

Plant Su ort

Plant housekeeping and material condition of components was satisfactory. The
licensee's adherence to radiological controls, security controls, fire
protection requirements, emergency preparedness requirements and TS

requirements in these areas was satisfactory. A post-reactor trip PNSC

meeting and four NAS audits were also considered thorough. The inspectors
identified no violations or deviations in the plant support area.



REPORT DETAILS

PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee Employees
*D. Batton, Superintendent, On-Line Scheduling

D. Braund, Manager, Security
*A. Cockerill, Superintendent, Electrical/18C Systems Engineering
J. Collins, Manager, Training

*J. Dobbs, Manager, Outages and Scheduling
*J. Donahue, General Manager, Harris Plant

R. Duncan, Superintendent, Mechanical Systems Engineering
W. Gautier, Manager, Maintenance
M. Hamby, Manager, Regulatory Compliance

*M. Hill, Manager, Nuclear Assessment
D. McCarthy, Superintendent, Outage Management

*R. Prunty, Manager, Licensing and Regulatory Programs
W. Robinson, Vice President, Harris Plant
G. Rolfson, Manager, Harris Engineering Support Services

*S. Sewell, Superintendent, Design Control
*T. Walt, Manager, Regulatory Affairs
*B. White, Manager, Environmental and Radiation Control
*A. Williams, Manager, Operations

Other licensee employees contacted included: office, operations,
engineering, maintenance, chemistry/radiation control, and corporate
personnel.

NRC Personnel
S. Elrod, Senior Resident Inspector, Harris Plant
P. Fillion, Reactor Inspector, Region II
J. Kreh, Radiation Specialist, Region II

*D. Roberts, Acting Senior Resident Inspector, Harris Plant
J. Zeiler, Resident Inspector, Robinson Plant

*Attended exit interview

Acronyms and initialisms used throughout this report are listed in the
last paragraph.

PLANT STATUS AND ACTIVITIES

a 0 Operating Status of the Plant Over the Inspection Period.

The plant began the inspection period in a post-refueling start-up
program. At the time, the plant was in hot standby (Mode 3) with
RCS temperature and pressure approaching normal operating
conditions. The reactor was taken critical on October 10 and the
plant began low power operation in Mode 1 on October 11.



On October 12, the reactor tripped from 5.3 percent power due to
control room personnel error during a turbine mechanical overspeed
test. Re:..ctor restart was commenced l~'er that day from Mode 3
and the plant returned to Hode 1 operations later that night. The
plant reached 100 percent power on October 16.

Operators performed a controlled plant shutdown from 100 percent
power on October 20-21 due to a feedwater isolation valve body-to-
bonnet leak. Operators cooled the plant to Mode 3 conditions on
October 21, later entering Mode 4 and subsequently Mode 5 on that
same day to facilitate the feedwater valve repair effort. After
repairs to the valve and its hydraulic actuator, operators
commenced a plant heatup, entering Mode 4 and later Hode 3 on
October 28. Operators restarted the reactor again on November 3,
taking it critical that morning. The plant reached Mode 1

operations later that day and reached 100 percent power on
November 4.

On November 5, a SSPS relay failure caused a safety
injection/reactor trip. from 100 percent power. Following the
transient, the plant operated in Mode 3 and was cooled to Mode 4.

later that day. Following the requisite relay replacement and
testing, the plant was heated to normal operating temperature and
pressure (Mode 3), with the reactor taken critical on November 7.
During the power ascension program while in Mode 1, heater drain
pump and feedwater heater problems surfaced. Consequently, the
plant was operated between approximately 82 and 90 percent power
from November 8-10 to facilitate secondary plant system
inspections. After investigations, reactor power was increased to
100 percent on the morning of November 12, 1995.

Other NRC Inspections or Meetings at the Site.

Mr. J. L. Kreh, a Radiation Specialist from NRC Region II, was on
site from October 16-20, 1995, conducting a routine announced
inspection in the emergency preparedness area. The inspector
conducted an exit meeting on October 20, 1995 and his findings
were documented in IR 400/95-16.

Hessrs. P. Fillion and J. Zeiler, from the NRC Region II and
Robinson resident inspectors offices, respectively, were on site
from November 6-9, 1995 conducting an inspection of the reactor
trip/safety injection event which occurred November 5, 1995. The
inspectors briefed licensee personnel prior to leaving on
November 9, 1995. Their findings are documented in this
inspection report.
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3. OPERATIONS

Plant Operations (71707)

Shift Logs and Facility Records

The inspector reviewed records and discussed various log
entries with operations personnel to verify compliance with
the TS and the licensee's administrative procedures.

The inspectors found the logs to be legible and well
organized. The logs provided sufficient information on
plant status and events, particularly the two reactor trips,
safety injection and ESF actuation noted throughout this
inspection report. The numerous mode changes during this
inspection period were logged appropriately. The inspectors
identified no violations or deviations in the shift logs and
facility records.

(2) Facility Tours and Observations

Throughout the inspection period, the inspectors toured the
facility to observe activities in progress, and attended
several licensee meetings to observe planning and management
activities. Inspectors made some of these observations
during backshifts.

Durin„ these tours, the inspectors observed monitoring
instrumentation and equipment operation. The inspectors
also verified that operating shift staffing met TS
requirements and that the licensee was conducting control
room operations in an orderly and professional manner. The
inspectors additionally observed several shift turnovers to
verify continuity of plant status, operational problems, and
other pertinent plant information. Licensee performance in
these areas was satisfactory.

Controlled Shutdown on October 20 1995

The operators commenced a shutdown to Mode 5 at 9 p.m. on
October 20, 1995, and then partially drained "C" steam
generator to allow repairs to a body-to-bonnet leak on "C"

main feedwater isolation valve, as discussed in report
paragraph 4.a.(2). The inspectors verified that operators
were using approved procedures and that RCS and pressurizer
cooldown rates were maintained within specifications.
Operators performed well during this reactor shutdown.
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0 er to es o se to erceived Dilution Event

At 8:15 p.m. on October 23, with tho unit shutdown in
Mode 5, the operators received a "High Flux at Shutdown"
alarm on source range nuclear instrumentation channel N-32.
Since channel N-31 was steady between 30 and 40 CPS, plant
personnel promptly commenced troubleshooting N-32. They
found that the alarm was associated with an inverter power
supply problem.

About 4 hours later, operators observed N-31 counts
increasing from the 30 to 40 CPS range to between 300 and
400 CPS range. Since the "High Flux at Shutdown" alarm was

already annunciated for N-32 due to loss of power, operators
emergency borated at 90 GPM per procedure AOP-002,
Revision 9, Emergency Boration., Twelve minutes later, when
operators determined that the increased count rate was
caused by persons working on the associated intermediate
range channel N-35, they stopped emergency boration. RCS

boron concentration increased from 2208 to 2284 ppm. Three
additional boron samples taken at hourly intervals between
2:30 and 4:30 a.m. confirmed that there was no dilution.
The inspector concluded that operator response to this event
was appropriate and prompt.

Re cto St rt-u s o e e in Followin Forced Shutdown
d Fo o n ctor T e ts

The inspectors observed three of the four reactor start-ups
conducted during this inspection period. On October 10,
operators performed the initial start-up following
refueling. The start-up was uneventful and the reactor was
critical at 4:10 p.m. Criticality conditions were close to
predicted values.

Another reactor start-up was performed on October 12

following the reactor trip from about 5 percent power
earlier that day (discussed in paragraph 3.b.(1) of this
report). Reactor criticality occurred close to predicted
conditions.

A third reactor start-up was conducted on November 3 with
criticality close to predicted control rod positions.
Operator performance during these reactor start-ups were
good.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in this
area.



Onsite Response To Events (93702)

e cto e to 0 e tor Error

Following the reactor start-up on October 12, 1995, low
power physics tests were complete, and the plant was being
returned to power. A turbine mechanical tripped test was
performed in accordance with procedure OPT-1075, Revision 0,
Turbine Mechanical Overspeed Trip Test. During the test,
the reactor was in Mode 1 at 5.3 percent power and the
turbine was rolling at the 1800 RPM, normal operating speed.

During performance of step 7.0. 15 in the procedure, the
control room BOP operator placed a DEHC control panel test
switch in the "OPC TEST" position vice "OVERSPEED TEST
PERMISSIVE," which closed the turbine control valves and
caused the turbine speed to drop to approximately 1700 RPM.

After being informed of his error, and conferring with the
SCO on shift, the operator returned the switch to the "IN
SERVICE" position. The control valves then reopened and the
turbine promptly attempted to return to 1800 RPM. Turbine
power momentarily exceeded the turbine trip/reactor trip low
power cutout, set at 10 percent power, and "B" SG level
increased (due to swell) above the High-High level setpoint,
tripping the turbine, which then tripped the reactor at 2:23
a.m. The SG High-High level also isolated the SGs and
tripped the main feed pumps, which, in turn, started the
motor-driven AFM pumps. The resident inspector was promptly
informed and responded to the site, finding that equipment
had responded properly and the plant was stable in Mode 3.

In reviewing this event, the inspector found that it was
caused by: first, the operator placed the test switch to
the wrong position, although the procedure was clear in
stating the correct position; secondly, the operator and the
SCO discussed returning the switch to the normal position
without seeking advice from others on shift. The licensee
determined that the onshift SSN on duty was aware that the
operators were planning to return the switch to the "IN
SERVICE" position, doubted that this was the correct
position, but did not intervene. Leaving the switch in the
incorrect "OPC TEST" position, would have resulted in the
turbine slowly coasting down. This would have allowed time
for appropriate operator actions.

The test switch was a three-position (left, middle, right)
key-operated switch. Each position is marked as to its
function. The position to the right indicated "OVERSPEED
TEST PERMISSIVE" and there is a red lamp, which illuminates
when this position is selected. Consequently, the BOP

operator assumed during the test that the right position
"OVERSPEED TEST PERMISSIVE" was simply an indicator, not a
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position, and took the switch to the left "OPC TEST"
position. The licensee's root cause investigation
identified the human factors weakness of the DEHC panel, and
suggested as a corrective action an enhancement to the
switch markings.

The inspector concluded, even with some human factors
problems, that the operator failed to follow procedure OPT-
1075. This was contrary to requirements in TS 6.8.1a and
Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, and is
identified as Violation 400/95-17-01, Failure to Follow
Turbine Test Procedure Resulting in Reactor Trip.

The safety significance of the event was minor. RCS
temperature only decreased to 548 degrees Fahrenheit during
the transient. All rods inserted and all plant equipment
performed as required. The event was reported to the NRC

Operations Officer as required by 10 CFR 50.72, and followed
with LER 95-010 as required by 10 CFR 50.73.

At the end of the inspection period, the licensee was
developing corrective actions for the many aspects of this
reactor trip event, including training on the DEHC system;
training on operator teamwork, conservative actions, and the
use of command and control; and marking enhancements to the
DEHC panel. Subsequent successful performance of the
mechanical overspeed trip test is discussed in paragraph
4.b.(2) of this report.

Notice of U us al ve t Fol owin Inadvertent Safet
I 'ection Reactor Tri Durin Slave Rela Testin

At 7:38 a.m. on November 5, 1995, during quarterly testing
of the automatic actuation >ogic and relays in the Hain
Steam Line Isolation portion of ESFAS Instrumentation, a
blocking relay failure caused the unexp .cted closure of the
"A" HSIV, which eventually led to a and Reactor Trip and
Safety Injection as described below.

Se ence of vents

The Safety Injection signal was generated from a loop "C"
low steam line pressure signal (a rate compensated 2 out of
3 channels to trip logic). The "B" and "C" steam line
pressures dropped when steam flow in those loops increased
to compensate for the loss of steam flow from the "A" loop
when the "A" HSIV closed and the turbine steam demand
remained at 100 percent. Steam line pressure never dropped
below the Low Pressure Setpoint of 601 psig, however, with
rate compensation, and the initially fast pressure drop, the
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rate compensated actuation logic was satisfied. Hain steam
line pressures in any loop never dropped below 820 psig
before the SI and resultant HSIV closur .s.

The plant responded as expected. Although the "A" HSIV
closed due to a failure of a blocking relay in the "A" train
SSPS cabinet, the Safety Injection. signal was based on an
actual steam line pressure transient. All ECCS pumps
started and injected as expected. The reactor tripped and
all rods inserted to the bottom. Containment Phase A, Hain
Feedwater Isolation, and Control Room Ventilation isolation
occurred as required. The SI sequencers started all
required loads and the diesels automatically started.

Operators entered the EOP network and remained within the
network throughout the event, securing the first
Charging/Safety Injection Pump approximately 16 minutes
after it started. Operators properly terminated SI
approximately 19 minutes into the event. Discussions with
operators indicated that only one iteration of the flowpath
was required to reach the SI termination criteria.

The pressurizer went solid 12 minutes into the event. One
of the pressurizer PORVs cycled, relieving water into the
PRT. After the PRT filled and pressurized, one of its two
PRT rupture disks ruptured, relieved water into containment.
The PRT, holds approximately 9700 gallons of normally
demineralized primary makeup water. The PRT was operating
at approximately 68 percent filled before the SI. According
to licensee personnel, mostly noncontaminated demineralized
water was spilled into containment since the pressurizer
water relieves into the bottom of the PRT, pushing
demineralized water up and through the rupture disk.

Emer e c Aetio ev 1 n r

A NOUE was declared at 8:05 a.m. as required by the plants
Emergency Action Level network due to the unplanned ECCS

discharge to the reactor vessel. The NOUE was terminated at
9: 12 a.m. after the SI had been terminated and the plant was
placed in a stable Mode 3 condition. The plant was later
cooled to Hode 4. The TSC and other emergency response
facilities were not activated during this event.

Control Room personnel made the appropriate agency
notifications of the NOUE. Follow-up notifications were
also made. The inspector ascertained from talking with the
Headquarters Operations Officer that he was kept informed of
plant status and his questions were adequately answered.



Post-Event Review of Pl nt E ui ment Performance

Following the event, the inspectors reviewed the results of
the licensee's post-trip evaluation as documented in
procedure OMM-004, Revision 3/8, Post-Trip/Safeguards
Actuation Review. The inspectors also reviewed the
following post-event data and discussed details concerning
the event with engineering personnel:

Sequence of Events Log,
Control room strip chart data of pertinent plant
parameters,
Historic Group Log (transient data for pertinent plant
parameters),
Historic Digital/Analog Input Alarm Logs, and,
Personnel event summary statements.

Based on this review, the inspectors determined that all
safety systems responded as designed and that important
equipment operated properly. The licensee's evaluation was
effective in identifying the cause of the event, whether all
safety-related equipment operated as designed, whether any
plant equipment was impacted adversely during the event,
and, if plant conditions were acceptable for plant restart.
The licensee identified one containment isolation valve
associated with the Hydrogen Monitor System (ISP-941) that
failed to indicate that it had closed following the Phase A
Isolation signal. It was later determined that this valve
had actually closed and the indication error was the result
of a limit switch position indication problem, which was
corrected.

The inspectors identified one area of concern in the
licensee's process for verifying the proper actuation of
safeguards equipment. During review of Procedure OMM-004,
the inspectors noted that the procedure allowed two
different methods for verifying the proper actuation of
equipment for the ll safeguards actuation signals. One

method involved completing manual safeguards checklists
which were included in the procedure and the alternate
method was to review ERFIS Safeguards Computer Discrepancy
Printouts. For this event, personnel used ERFIS discrepancy
printouts to verify equipment response to several safeguards
signals including: Safety Injection; Containment Isolation
Phase A; Control Room Ventilation Isolation; and Containment
Ventilation Isolation. The inspectors were concerned that
the discrepancy printouts only listed those safeguards items
identified by the ERFIS computer that were not in their
required position. The printouts did not provide the
complete status listing of all equipment actuated. The



inspectors considered that reviewing the completed
safeguards status lists provided a more positive means of
equi~ment verification.

The inspectors attempted to verify the proper actuation of
equipment not included on the ERFIS discrepancy printouts;
however, the licensee was unable to provide this information
due to a pre-existing ERFIS system malfunction that resulted
in the archived data for the event, being lost. Alterna-
tively, the inspectors compared the manual checklists of
safeguards equipment with the ERFIS safeguards database to
ensure that all components were included on ERFIS and that
each ERFIS computer point for the component was indicating
its proper position status. With the exception of four
components that were on the checklists but not on the ERFIS
listing, all other components were found to be consistent.
This problem was discussed with licensee personnel who
indicated that a thorough review of the ERFIS database and
the OHM-004 checklist would be conducted to ensure they are
accurate and.in agreement.

0 e to s o e d er enc 0 erat Procedure Us e

The inspectors reviewed the operator response and emergency
operating procedures used during the event. The operators
entered the appropriate emergency operating procedures and
used them correctly. The procedures were effective in
providing direction to mitigate the event and to safely
bring the plant to hot standby. The operators progressed
through the procedures in a controlled manner.

In order to validate the plant and operator response times
during the event, the licensee duplicated the initiating
event (closure of the "A" HSIV) on their plant simulator.
The results of the simulated plant response matched very
closely with the actual event. During the actual event, RCS

water solid conditions were reached in 12 minutes and the
operators terminated from the SI in under 19 minutes. This
compared to 13 and 15 minutes, respectively, on the
simulator. Based on these results, the licensee believed
that rupture of the PRT was not likely to have been
prevented during the actual event, and 15-20 minutes might
be typical for terminating from an inadvertent SI using
current emergency procedures. The"licensee initiated an
action item to continue evaluating their emergency
procedures with regard to terminating from an inadvertent
SI, as well as discussing this issue with other Westinghouse
Owner's Group plants.
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'ce see Pot ntial D e 'o t ment

The licensee estimated that a tot .l of 1265 gallons of water
was directed to the containment sump. The inspectors
determined that the PRT rupture disk actuated as designed.

Following the event, licensee personnel inspected lower
containment, with special emphasis placed on the area near
the PRT and piping lines from the PORVs to the PRT. The
licensee determined that no equipment or piping supports
were damaged as a result of the event. Personnel collected
the PRT rupture disk fragments. Based on weight
measurements, the majority of the material was accounted
for. However, as a precautionary measure, a modification
was developed to install a strainer in the suction piping of
the Reactor Coolant Drain Tank pumps to ensure that any
missing fragments could not enter the pump suction. The
inspectors determined that the licensee had adequately
evaluated the potential damage and impact to containment due
to the PRT rupture disk actuation.

According to radiation surveys, contamination levels in the
area were 70,000 counts. The area was decontaminated over
night and no personnel skin contamination events were
recorded. The rupture disk was also replaced. There were
no radioactive releases to atmosphere.

ti eCc o essr e'rPO

The inspectors reviewed the performance of pressurizer PORV

PCV-444B during the event. Post-trip review data indicated
that following water solid RCS conditions, the PORV began
lifting at approximately 2260 psig in order to maintain RCS

pressure. The normal lift setpoint of the valve is 2335
psig. The licensee determined that the valve lifted below
its normal setpoint due to the pressure rate compensation
feature associated with its controller. As a result of a
5: 1 output gain factor, the pressure spike caused the valve
to operate at 2260 psig.

During the event, PCV-444B cycled 58 times over 24 minutes.
As part of its evaluation of potential damage to PCV-444B,
the licensee consulted with the valve manufacturer (Copes-
Vulcan) and reviewed NRC Information Notice 94-55. The IN
described a spurious SI event at the Salem Nuclear
Generating Station resulting in a similar model Copes-Vulcan
PORV cycling over 200 times. Inspection of the Salem valve
after the 1994 event had revealed the following: (1) severe
wearing of the plug and cage, as well as cracking of the
pinning boss due to the use of Type 420 stainless steel
valve internal components, and (2)-galling on the stem where
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it passed through the bonnet due to valve internal component
misalignment during field assembly. The licensee addressed
these problems as follows:

The concern regarding the use of type 420 stainless
steel was not applicable to Harris valve PCV-444B, or
the other pressurizer PORVs. The inspectors reviewed
CP&L Drawing 1364-51961, Revision 0, confirming that
all internal valve components were not made of Type
420 stainless steel. Licensee personnel identified
the plug material as Type 316 material, which was the
replacement material recommended by the manufacturer
following the Salem event.

Licensee personnel stroke tested and visually examined
PCV-444B. During the stroke test, operators obtained
the open/close stroke time and observed the valve stem
for any hesitation in its travel. In addition,
operators inspected the valve for any loose fittings
or packing/bonnet leakage. No problems were
identified with the internal components of the valve.
The inspectors compared the stroke time data obtained
from previous inservice tests which indicated that
there had been no change as a result of the event.

Based on the above actions, the inspectors concluded that
the licensee had adequately confirmed the operability of
press.i izer PORV PCV-444B.

oot Ca se of vent

The licensee's root cause analysis determined that the event
was caused by failure of a relay in an HSIV actuation/test
circuit during performance of surveillance test procedure
OST-1044, Revision 4/7, ESFAS Train A Slave Relay Test
quarterly Interval, as described in the following
paragraphs.

The HSIV actuation circuits are the "slave-relay-contact-
opens-for-actuation" type. Moving the test switch to test
position causes a blocking relay to switch to the test
position. In the test position, two contacts in series on
the blocking relay are supposed to seal in the three HSIV
solenoids, thus allowing testing of the slave relays and
circuit continuity. The same contacts make up circuits to
energize green indicating lamps at" the safeguards test
cabinet. The purpose of the green indicating lamps were to
provide feedback to the operator confirming that the
blocking relay had operated before testing the slave relay.
The circuit also incorporates diodes, varistors and a lamp
test feature.
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When the operator moved the Hain Steam Isolation test switch
in the safeguards test cabinet to the test position (step
7.5.5 of the procedure), the blocking relay switched to the
test position as designed. However, the contacts in the
circuit for one HSIV did not properly close. Instead, there
was a high resistance at the contacts. The contact
resistance was small compared to the green lamp resistance,
and, therefore, all three green lamps (one for each HSIV)
energized at approximately normal brightness. At this time,
solenoid holding current in the problem circuit passed
through the slave relay contact. The operator observed the
green indicating lamps and thought the solenoids were sealed
in. He pushed the test button (step 7.5.6) to operate the
slave relay. When the slave relay operated, the solenoid
current was forced through the blocking relay contact having
the high contact resistance. The high contact resistance
was about equal to the resistance of the solenoid, and,
therefore, voltage at the solenoid was reduced to below drop
out voltage. When the solenoid dropped out, its associated
HSIV closed, which initiated the transient leading to,a
safety injection/reactor trip.
This root cause scenario was deduced from the following
facts:

The blocking relay was found in the as-left test
position following the event;

I

When ohmmeter leads were placed directly on the
terminals of one contact set (associated with the "A"

HSIV) which should have been closed, the meter read
open circuit;

All other circuit elements associated with the other
two HSIVs were checked and found in their normal
condition;

Closure of the "A" HSIV was the first entry on the
sequence of events recorder.

The blocking relay that initiated the event was identified
as K809-A. It was a Potter 5 Brumfield, HDR series,
latching relay having 115 VAC operate and reset coils. The
relay is applied in the circuit such that both coils are
normally deenergized. It was located in the safeguards test
cabinet, which is an air conditioned environment. The relay
has been installed since original plant start-up. Review of
licensee test data indicated that the relay had experience a

similar fa'ilure in August 1993. At that time, the green
indicating lamp did not illuminate, and the surveillance
test was interrupted until the blocking relay functioned
properly.
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After the November 1995 failure, the licensee did not
disassemble the relay. Instead, as of the end of this
inspection period, they planned to send the relay to the
manufacturer for analysis to determine the failure
mechanism. The licensee planned to send an engineer to
witness the examination of the 'relay.

The NRC inspectors performed the following inspection
activities in reviewing the root cause determination:

Reviewed Control Miring Diagram B-401, Sheet
1005,'ain

Steam Isolation Valve, Revision 8.

Reviewed the Instruction Hanual'for the Safeguards
Test Cabinet published by the vendor (Westinghouse
Electric Corporation).

Reviewed Work Request WR/JO 95-AKZgl which carried out
trouble shooting of the circuitry following the event.

Reviewed Operations Surveillance Test procedure,
OST-1044, ESFAS Train A Slave Relay Test,
Revision 4/7.

Reviewed engineering data on the HDR series relay
published by Potter 5 Brumfield.

Reviewed maintenance records for the sequencer, solid
state protection, and diesel generator control
cabinets to determine the number of failures of HDR

series relays since original plant start-up. This
review indicated that the failure rate of HDR series
relays at Harris was 0.0043 failures per relay year.
A review of NPRDS data indicated that the industry
wide failure rate for the HDR series relay was 0.0047
failures per relay year.

Reviewed Engineering Service Request ESR 9500976,
Failure of SSPS Safeguards Test Relay K809. This
report contained the engineers preliminary
determination of the root cause of the event.

The inspectors concluded that the licensee had correctly
identified the failed HDR series relay as the cause of the
event. The overall reliability of the HDR series relay did
not indicate a safety concern with continued use of this
relay in safety-related systems.

Immediate Corrective Aetio s

Following the relay failure, it was replaced and tested.
Since the failure was in the test circuit, the licensee
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determined that the main steam line isolation logic was
never inoperable, this position being supported by the fact
that the MSIV actually closed on the SI signal, properly
performing its safety function. The slave relay test
procedure OST-1044 was completed after the plant entered
Mode 1 later that week.

v . 0 see dli of SI ent

The inspectors concluded that control room operators handled
the plant transient well. The plant responded as designed.
The licensee's post-trip reviews and root cause
investigation were thorough. Emergency declarations and
agency reports were accurate.

ES Act ation 0 ri Sl ve ela Testin

The three AFW flow control valves associated with the motor
driven AFW pumps opened unexpectedly during a slave relay
retest on November 6. The test procedure, OST-1044, was
being rerun following the reactor trip/safety injection
event that had occurred during the test a day earlier .

Sections of this procedure checked the block circuitry
associated with the "A" train feedwater isolation function,
and the turbine trip/main feedwater pumps trip function
associated with the Steam Generator High-High level
setpoint. The block circuitry was designed to ensure that
an actual turbine trip, feedwater pump trip, or feedwater
valve isolation did not occur during the test. Prior to the
test, the AFW FCVs were in a throttled or shut position with
an AFW pump running to maintain SG level while the plant was
in Mode 3.

The valves'ontrollers had been modified in 1994 to include
an auto-open feature on an SI signal. This particular auto-
open feature was not blocked during the test, such that,
with a feedwater isolation signal present, the AFW valves
opened fully as designed. Operators, who usually performed
this procedure in Mode 1 when the valves were already fully
opened, were not expecting the valves to open. They
promptly responded by taking proper control of SG levels
before they exceeded the normal operating band. By the time
the inspector had reported to the control room, the
transient had been corrected.

The licensee's initial review indicated that the design
feature to not block the auto-open signal to the AFW flow
control valves was appropriate, since the procedure was
usually done in an operating mode when the valves were fully
opened. Licensee management initially stated that in
situations where the valves were not initially fully open,
operators could readily take control of SG levels during the
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test. The error was that the test procedure did not alert
operators to the potential for valve movement in Mode 3 or
lower with them not fully open. With ro procedural mode
restrictions, operators performeJ the procedure at
management direction without expecting the ensuing
transient. The licensee concluded that this event, although
inconsequential, constituted an unexpected ESF actuation and
reported it to the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72. A
30 day written LER was pending at the end of the inspection
period. Since there has been a trend in procedural errors
related to surveillance testing, the licen'see has
incorporated elements of this event into outstanding
corrective actions for previous LERs and cited violations
from recent months. The licensee delayed performing the
procedure again until after reaching Node 1 later that week.

c. Review of LERs (92700)

(1) (Closed) LER 95-009-00, Unanticipated Actuation of
Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Components While in
Refueling Outage 6, Due to a Defective Retest Procedure.

This item was discussed in IR 400/95-15. The LER is closed
and the licensee's corrective actions will be tracked with
Violation 400/95-15-02.

(2) (Closed) LER 95-010-00, Reactor Trip on Turbine Trip Due to
Operator Error During Performance of Turbine Mechanical
Overspeed Test.

This item is discussed in paragraph 3.b.(1) of this report.
The LER is closed and the licensee's corrective actions will
be tracked with Violation 400/95-17-01.

The inspection period was characterized by plant transients or incidents
caused by either equipment failure or operator error. An inadvertent
safety injection/reactor trip from full power was caused by a faulty
relay, paragraph 3.b.(2). Control room operators handled this event
well. One operator error resulted in a reactor trip, paragraph 3.b.(1).
However, operator responses to the reactor trip and a perceived boron
dilution event were good. Proper operator response was also noted
following 'the unexpected control rod movement discussed in surveillance
paragraph 4.b. (1).

Operators performed well during each of the observed reactor start-ups.
A controlled shutdown was well done during the period. The inspectors
identified one violation in this area.
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MAINTENANCE

Maintenance ".bservation (62703)

The inspector observed the maintenance and reviewed the work
packages for the following maintenance activities to verify that
correct equipment clearances were in effect; work requests were
issued, and TS requirements were being followed.

(1) MR/JO 94-AHLD1, Remove Turbine Driven AFM Pump Governor
Valve Stem for Inspection.

MR/JO 95-AKDEl, Repair Failed Turbine Driven AFM Pump

Governor Valve Stem.

During the September refueling outage, the utility removed
and inspected the turbine-driven AFW pump governor stem
because of known corrosion of this brand stem if made from
410 stainless steel with a liquid nitriding process surface
hardening. The specific surface treatment on the installed
stem had been unclear. Extensive pitting and corrosion
found on the installed stem showed that it was of the
affected type. The licensee replaced it with a similar type
pending receipt of a more satisfactory stem.

Four weeks later, during the post-outage start-up process,
the licensee attempted to start the turbine-driven AFM pump
manually to demonstrate proper governor valve function. The
governor valve was not moving freely and would not
adequately control turbine speed. The new stem, which had
been dry for most of the four weeks since it had been
installed, already showed evidence of pitting and corrosion
especially where it contacted the carbon stem bushings. The
utility could not conclusively determine whether the cause
of the sticking was corrosion or an incorrect stackup of
stem bushing parts. However, the degradation experienced
over a four week period was clearly unsatisfactory. The
stem was replaced with a similar type. The licensee planned
to start the AFW pump twice a week to demonstrate
operability until an improved stem was received and
installed. The inspector concluded that the licensee has
taken adequate action at this point.

(2) WR/JO 95-AKPUl, Disassemble Feedwater Isolation Valve and
Replace Pressure Seal Ring.

WR/JO 95-AKUK8, Disassemble, Inspect and Repair Feedwater
Isolation Valve Actuator.

The inspectors observed elements of the repair of a body-to-,
bonnet leak on the "C" main feedwater isolation valve
1FM-217 per WR/JO 95-AKPUl.
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The valve body had been steam cut. The repair required that
the seal seating area in the body be built up with weld
mater':al and be resurfaced by mach'ning to size. The bonnet
sealing area (contacting the inner side of the seal ring)
was also rough - approaching the appearance of an unfinished
casting. This area also required weld buildup and machining
to a smooth finish.

The inspector reviewed the WR/JO for instructional adequacy.
The WR/JO basically stated to "disassemble valve, replace
pressure seal ring and inspect valve internals for any
additional damage...Reassemble valve and return to service",
without any reference to a plant procedure containing
inspection points or qualitative or quantitative acceptance
criteria for surface finish. Such a procedure did not
exist. The ticket did not discuss acceptance criteria or
specifications for seal ring seating area smoothness, or
maximum overbore, or ovalness. It did not reference a

procedure for valve disassembly, likewise, one did not
exist. It did not reference applicable vendor manual MZU.

The vendor manual actually contained procedure steps to
remove certain components without removing the operator, but
they did not address a task of the magnitude of work the
inspectors observed.

The work instructions had been repeated from a 1994 work
ticket, WR/JO 94-APIMI, used during the September 1995
refueling outage when the valve was disassembled for
repairs. The inspector reviewed earlier work tickets and
concluded that this "standard" wording was typical for
similar jobs involving the feedwater isolation valves, and
that previously, the licensee had provided inadequate
instructions on how to inspect, machine and reassemble the
feedwater isolation valves. The inspector concluded that
the lack of an appropriate procedure resulted in the "C"

feedwater isolation valve being returned to service in poor
condition during the outage.

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V and the licensee's
Corporate guality Assurance Program Manual, Revision 17,
both required, in part, that'ctivities affecting quality
shall be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures,
or drawings, of a type appropriate to the circumstances.
Considering that this safety-related valve, which also
serves a containment isolation function, had been recently
disassembled during the September 1995 refueling outage and
reassembled in poor shape, the inspector concluded that the
lack of sufficient technical guidance to shop personnel was
contrary to the above requirements. This is identified as
Violation 400/95-17-02, Failure to Provide Adequate
Instructions for Repairing Isolation Valve Pressure Sealing
Surfaces.
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The safety significance of this specific violation was
minimal. The resulting steam leak .<as minor, and the
licensee took conservative actions to shutdown the plant and
remain in a forced outage until the valve's sealing surfaces
were machined to vendor specifications. These
specifications were provided by a vendor representative who
had been consulted to assist the licensee in developing a
permanent procedure for this and other related jobs.
Procedure CM-M0204, Revision 0, was developed as a
corrective action and included such specifications and
inspection checkpoints for the silver-coated seal ring,
valve bonnet and body surfaces. Likewise, the procedure
contained installation instructions for the bonnet and seal,
along with a gC holdpoint.

The inspectors also observed certain elements of the valve
actuator installation and subsequent repair efforts. Three
or more attempts were made to properly install and/or repair
the hydraulic actuator after damage incurred following
improper work practices. These included installing an
internal check valve backwards, and failing to install an
external filter assembly on separate occasions. Both of
these actions resulted in overpressurizing the small
hydraulic system tubing and dead-heading the positive
displacement pump in the system. A similar result occurred
almost exactly a year earlier when a pilot plug on the
assembly housing was inserted too far, blocking a flowpath
to a pressure regulator and causing the hydraulic tubing to
overpressurize (see NRC IR/400 94-22). The errors in that
repair activity were primarily engineering based, while this
fall's errors were caused by poor attention to detail by the
shop staff. These errors were identified by licensee
personnel who initiated an event review team to look at a
trend in personnel work practices. The inspector concluded
that the licensee had taken appropriate measures at this
point.

WR/JO 94-APLJI, Disassemble, Inspect and Repair Pressurizer
PORV PCV-4448

The inspectors reviewed the work history for pressurizer
PORV PCV-444B following the SI/Reactor trip event discussed
in paragraph 3.b.(2) above. During the review, the
inspectors discovered that the valve had experienced
hydrogen leakage during the last operating cycle and was
repaired on September 23, 1995, during the outage. The
valve work ticket, MR/JO 94-APLJl, essentially instructed
workers to disassemble the valve to gain access to valve
internals, inspect trim package for damage, lap disk/seat to
obtain a satisfactory blue-check, and reassemble valve-
replacing parts as needed. Except for some torque values
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for the valve packing and fasteners, the work package
contained no instructions on how to disassemble/reassemble
the valve. The work instructions reierenced no procedure
for performing the work, although it did reference a vendor
manual - which itself contained detailed instructions on how

to assemble the valve. However, no controls were in place
requiring the vendor manual be taken to the job site where
the work was performed. Discussions with maintenance
personnel indicated that the normal practice was not to have
the vendor manual at the job site, but that excerpts from
the manual could be copied and included in the work package.

Pressurizer PORV PCV-444B is a safety-related valve required
by TS 3.4.9.4 for RCS overpressure protection. Considering
this, the inspectors concluded that work of the scope
performed on this valve in September should normally be
conducted with approved detailed instructions. The
inspectors discussed this concern with plant personnel who

later initiated efforts to develop procedures for the PORVs.

The licensee also began a comprehensive review to determine
where procedural weaknesses existed for other plant
equipment.

Failure to provide appropriate work instructions for outage
work on pressurizer PORV PCV-444B is contrary to
requirements in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, and the
licensee's Corporate equality Assurance Hanual, Revision 17.
The in~pectors identified this as the second example to
Violation 400/95-17-02, discussed in paragraph 4.a.(2)
above.

In general, notwithstanding the above comments on the feedwater
isolation valve, its actuator, and the pressurizer PORV, the
performance of work was satisfactory with proper documentation of
removed components and independent verification of the
reinstallation. Final documentation of the feedwater isolation
valve work was also satisfactory. The inspectors identified 'one

violation in this area.

Surveillance Observation (61726)

The inspector observed several surveillance tests to verify that
approved procedures were being used, qualified personnel were
conducting the tests, tests were adequate to verify equipment
operability, calibrated equipment was used, and TS requirements
were followed. Test observation and data review included:

(1) EST-724, Revision 1/4, Shutdown and Control Rod Drop Test
Using Computer.
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EPT-813, Revision 0/2, Control Rod Drive Mechanism Timing
Test Using Computer.

OST-1112, Revision 4, Rod Position Indication Test, 18 Month
Interval, Nodes 3 - 5.

These tests were conducted to demonstrate compliance with
the TS rod drop time of 2.7 seconds; to be the acceptance
tests for modification ESR 94-311 that changed rod control
system timing; and to show that rods were latched and wiring
was correct. Procedure EST-707, Revision 4/2, [Technical
Specification] Special Test Exceptions, was applied as
appropriate during the above tests.

Activities observed included the pre-test briefing, test
control, coordination between the, control room and test
stations, and procedure performance. Since the
prerequisites and contingency actions of the various
procedures were not always consistent, the operators
effectively coordinated a composite test plan. The pre-test
briefing was particularly useful in this case because
procedural disconnects were not apparent until the various
parties to the test conducted this briefing.

During the test, communications between the control room and
the other test stations were adequate. Initial rod coil
timing data was of poor quality. A loose computer data plug
was found and corrected, and useab]e data was then
collected. During the rod drop tests, rod E-ll in shutdown
bank B stepped in the opposite direction from the other rods
in the bank. That is, it remained bottomed when the other
rods were stepped out 12 steps then stepped out as the other
rods were stepped in. Operators appropriately stopped the
test and opened the reactor trip breakers. The utility
initiated a root cause evaluation and obtained the services
of the NSSS designer (Westinghouse). The licensee found
that the E-11 rod drive electrical connector near the
reactor head had been reassembled with the pins rotated
following maintenance. This caused the rod to operate
opposite from the others in its bank. The connector was
repaired and the test completed.

OPT-1075, Revision 0, Turbine Mechanical Overspeed Trip
Test, 18 Month Interval, Node 1-2.

Following the October 12 reactor trip and restart
(paragraphs 3.b.(l) and 3.a.(2) above), the inspectors
observed the main turbine mechanical overspeed trip retest
per OPT-1075. Retest observations included the prebriefing,
communications, procedure adherence, data collection, and
overspeed trip performance. The prebriefing in the control
room was thorough. Items covered included equipment
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manipulation details and expected results; communications
and control details; and contingencies if the turbine did
not trip as expected.

The turbine test process involved starting the turbine and
bringing it to the 1800 RPH normal operating speed; tripping
it manually to check the manual trip; relatching and
returning the turbine to 1800 RPH; then entering this test
and raising turbine speed at a rate of 50 RPH/minute until
the turbine tripped or reached 1998 RPH. The inspector
observed the governor and throttle valves function smoothly
during operation. The turbine tripped at 1965 RPH, within
the acceptance band of 1962-1998 RPH, and within 2 RPM of
the previous cycle's test. This procedure was a "continuous
use" procedure requiring the operator to "read each step
before performing." The test was controlled step-by-step by
a test controller in the control room. Control room
operations were well controlled and communications were
precise using repeat back techniques. The inspector
concluded that this retest was well performed and
successful.

The inspectors found satisfactory surveillance procedure
performance with proper use of calibrated test equipment,
necessary communications established, notification/authorization
of control room personnel, and knowledgeable personnel having
performed the tasks. One surveillance procedure deficiency
resulted in an unexpected ESF actuation, as discussed in the
Operations section of the report. The inspectors observed no
violations or deviations in this area.

In the overall area, inadequate procedures and poor work performance
issues resulted in a licensee event review team following feedwater
isolation valve maintenance. Additionally, continued management
attention was warranted in the area of surveillance procedure content as
it relates to circuitry testing and conducting procedures du) 'ng unusual
plant operating modes. In summary, one violation was identified in the
overall Maintenance area.

ENGINEERING

a ~ Design and Installation of Plant Modifications (37551)

ESRs documenting engineering evaluations were reviewed this
period, specifically those involving the resolution of issues
involving the pressurizer PORV and Potter 8 Brumfield Hodel HDR

relays after the reactor trip/SI event on November 5. Specific
elements of those evaluations were discussed in section 3.b.(2) of
this report, which covers all aspects of the event. The
inspectors concluded that the licensee thoroughly addressed and
resolved technical issues resulting from the event.
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Onsite System Engineering (37551)

The inspector reviewed the design and licensing bases for the
plant's Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System. Design and
licensing bases information was contained in the plant's Design
Basis Document DBD i 110, Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System;
and FSAR Section 9.1, Fuel Storage and Handling.

The Harris spent fuel pool cooling system consists of two 100
percent capacity cooling trains each containing a pump, heat
exchanger, associated piping and valves. The heat exchangers are
served by a non-essential loop of the Component Cooling Water
system. Each cooling pump can be powered from an emergency diesel
generator following a loss of offsite power. Spent fuel is stored
in two fuel pools at Harris (the "A" and "B" pools), either of
which can be cooled by both independent trains of spent fuel pool
cooling. As of this typing, the licensee had not used the "C" and
"D" pools for spent fuel storage, and their cooling systems were
not yet piped in.

The fuel pool cooling system was designed to remove residual heat
generated by both maximum abnormal and maximum normal heat loads,
as shown in the FSAR Tables 9.1.3-1A and 9. 1.3-1B, respectively.
The maximum normal heat load equates to approximately 1/3 core
offload, older fuel from Harris, and fuel from the other two CP8L

plants, as shown on FSAR Table 9.1.3-1B. The maximum abnormal
heat load equates to an entire core offload (noted by cooling
times of only 5.8 days for a total of 157 fuel assemblies as shown
in FSAR Table 9.1.3-1A) plus the additional assemblies noted above
for the normal heat load. Design Basis Document DBD 8110, Table
6. 1, System Design Parameters, contained maximum normal and
abnormal fuel pool heat load values (in BTU/hr) which were
consistent with the FSAR table values. The design basis document
further stated that fuel pool equilibrium temperature for the
south end ("A" and "B") pools under maximum abnormal loading
conditions would be maintained at 110 degrees F (which is less
than the fuel pool design temperature of 150 degrees F). This
value assumed one cooling loop was operating.

Harris normally offloads the entire core during refueling outages.
The inspector has witnessed two of these refueling outages and at
various points verified that pool temperatures were below the pool
design temperature of 150 degrees F. From the previous refueling
outages, and the review of the above design and licensing bases
documents, the inspector concluded that the fuel pool cooling
system was adequately designed to remove the residual heat
generated from a freshly removed full core.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in the
systems engineering area.
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The inspectors concluded'that the engineering activities were performed
adequately. The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in
the engineering activities area.

PLANT SUPPORT

a 0

b.

C.

d.

e.

Plant Housekeeping Conditions (71707) - The inspectors reviewed
storage of material and components, and observed cleanliness
conditions of various areas throughout the facility to determine
whether safety hazards existed. The inspector concluded that
plant housekeeping was good and no safety hazards'ere observed.

Radiological Protection Program (71750) — The inspectors reviewed
radiation protection control activities to verify that these
activities were in conformance with facility policies and
procedures, and in compliance with regulatory requirements. The
inspectors also verified that selected doors which controlled
access to very high radiation areas were appropriately locked.
Radiological postings were likewise spot checked for adequacy. A
true radiological challenge was presented when plant personnel
initiated the containment cleanup effort following the reactor
trip/safety injection event discussed in paragraph 3.b.(2) of this
report. The fact that there were no personnel contaminations
recorded during this effort was a positive indicator for the
licensee's program.

Security Control (71750) - During this period, the inspectors
toured the protected area and noted that the perimeter fence was
intact and not compromised by erosion or disrepair. The fence
fabric was secured and barbed wire was angled. Isolation zones
were maintained on both sides of the barrier and were free of
objects which could shield or conceal an individual. The
inspectors observed various security force shifts perform daily
activities, including searching personnel and packages entering
the protected area by special purpose detectors or by a physical
patdown for firearms. explosives and contraband. Other activities
included vehicles being searched, escorted and secured; escorting
of visitors; patrols; and compensatory posts. In conclusion, the
inspectors found that selected functions and equipment of the
security program complied with'equirements.

Fire Protection (71750) — The inspectors observed fire protection
activities, staffing and equipment to verify that fire alarms,
extinguishing equipment, actuating controls, fire fighting
equipment, emergency equipment, and fire barriers were operable.
During plant tours, the inspector looked for fire hazards. The
inspector concluded that the fire equipment and barriers inspected
were in proper physical condition.

Emergency Preparedness (71750) - The inspectors toured emergency
response facilities to verify availability for emergency
operation. Duty rosters were reviewed to verify appropriate
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staffing levels were maintained. Although no drills were
conducted during the month, the plant did declare a NOUE following
the reactor trip/safety injection event dis~ ussed in paragraph
3.b.(2) of this report. The inspector r eviewed the emergency
action level procedures and determined that the licensee had
appropriately classified the event. NRC notifications were
complete and timely, requiring little clarification for the NRC

Operations Officer. The resident inspector was also notified in a

timely manner within minutes of the event. The plant's
computerized dialogic system, used to automatically call out
Emergency Response Organization personnel, also functioned; and
plant personnel responded accordingly.

Effectiveness of Licensee Control in Identifying, Resolving, and
Preventing Problems (40500)

On November 6, the inspectors attended a PNSC meeting specifically
setup to review the plant's post-event review following the
SI/Reactor Trip discussed throughout this report. The PNSC

chairman covered every aspect of the event in sufficient detail
and obtained PNSC member concurrence on all important issues. The
meeting minutes were not available for NRC review at the close of
the inspection period. The inspector concluded that this meeting
was thorough.

Licensee Self Assessment (40500)

The licensee's Nuclear Assessment Section completed four
assessments this month, as listed below. The inspectors reviewed
the reports and concluded that the assessments were thorough and
resulted in substantive findings. The inspectors discussed all of
these assessments with lead NAS assessors. Areas assessed were:

Report H-VQ-95-01, Vendor Services Assessment;

Report H-VEQ-95-01, Vendor Equipment Quality Unit
Assessment;

Report H-OUT-95-01, Refueling Outage Number Six Assessment;
and

Report H-OP-95-01, Operations Unit Assessment

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in the
Nuclear Assessment area.

Follow-up - Plant Support (92904)

(Closed) Violation 400/94-17-03, Failure to Maintain Operator
Respirator Qualifications in Accordance with Emergency Plan
Procedures.

C
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The inspector reviewed the licensee's corrective actions which
included modifying EP management review of ERO personnel
respirator qi,alification status, and notification of pending
expiration prior to the 30 day grace period allowed by plant
procedures. Additionally, any additions to the ERO would have to
be approved by EP management. Steps were in place to ensure that
all personnel on the ERO would be qualified at least through next
spring.

This violation is closed.

The inspectors found plant housekeeping and material condition of
components to be satisfactory. The licensee's adherence to radiological
controls, security controls, fire protection requirements, emergency
preparedness requirements, and TS requirements in these areas was
satisfactory. A post-reactor trip PNSC meeting and four NAS audits were
also considered thorough. The inspectors identified no violations or
deviations in the plant support area.

EXIT INTERVIEW

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in paragraph 1)
at the conclusion of the inspection on November 13, 1995. During this
meeting, the inspectors summarized the scope and findings of the
inspection as they are detailed in this report, with particular emphasis
on the Violations and LERs addressed below. The licensee
representatives acknowledged the inspector's comments and did not
identify as proprietary any of the materials provided to or reviewed by
the inspectors during this inspection. No dissenting comments from the
licensee were received.

Item N be

95-017-01

95-017-02

94-017-03

95-009-00

Q~Ltt

Open

Open

Closed

Closed

''o a d eference

VIO Failure to Follow Turbine Test
Procedure Resulting in Reactor
Trip, paragraph 3.b.(1).

VIO Failure to Provide Adequate
Instructions for Repairing
Safety-Related Valves,

'aragraphs 4.a.(2) and
4.a.(3).

VIO Failure to Maintain Operator
Respirator gualifications in
Accordance with Emergency Plan
Procedures, paragraph 6.h.

LER Unanticipated Actuation of
Engineered Safety Features
(ESF) Components While in
Refueling Outage 6, Due to a
Defective Retest Procedure,
paragraph 3.c.(1).
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95-010-00 Closed LER Reactor Trip on Turbine Trip
Due to Operator Error During
Perfo. fiance of Turbine
Hechanical Overspeed Test,
paragraph 3.c.(2).

ACRONYHS AND INITIALISHS

AFW

AOP
BOP

CFR
CH

CPKL
CPS

CR

DBD
DEHC
DRPI
ECCS
EDG

EIR
encl
EOP

EP

EPT
ERFIS-
ERO

ESF
ESFAS
ESR
ESW

F

FCV
FR
FSAR
FW

GP

GPH

IFI
IR
LER
HSIV
HST
NAS

NCUC'OUE

NPF
NPRDS-
NRC

NRR
NSSS

Auxili ary Feedwater
Abnormal Operating Procedure
Balance of Plant
Code of Federal Regulations
Corrective Haintenance [procedure]
Carolina Power 5 Light
Counts per Second
Condition Report
Design Basis Document
Digital Electro-Hydraulic Control
Digital Rod Position Indication
Emergency Core Cooling System(s)
Emergency Diesel Generator
Equipment Inoperable Record
Enclosure
Emergency Operating Procedure
Emergency Preparedness
Engineering Performance Test [procedure]
Emergency Response Facility Information System
Emergency Response Organization
Engineered Safety Feature
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
Engineering Service Request
Emergency Service Water
Fahrenheit
Flow Control Valve
Federal Register
Final Safety Analysis Report
[Hain] Feedwater
General Procedure
Gallons Per Hinute
Inspector Follow-up Item
[NRC] Inspection Report
Licensee Event Report
Hain Steam Isolation Valve
Haintenance Surveillance Test [procedure]
Nuclear Assessment Section
North Carolina Utilities Commission
Notice of Unusual Event
Nuclear Production Facility [a type of license]
Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Steam 'System Supplier



OHH
OST
PCV

PDR
PNSC

PORV

PPH
PRT

psig
gC
RCS

RII
SCO

SG

SI
SP
SRO

SSN
SSPS
TS
TSC
UAT
VAC
VIO
MR/JO-
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by SCOs]

ty license]

Operations Hanagement Hanual
Operations Surveillance Test [procedure]
Pressure Control Valve
Public Document Room
Plant Nuclear Safety Committee
Power-Operated Relief Valve
Parts per Hillion
Pressurizer Relief Tank
Pounds per Square Inch, Gauge
guality Control
Reactor Coolant System
Region Two [NRC Office]
Senior Control Operator
Steam Generator
Safety Injection
[Primary] Sampling [System]
Senior Reactor Operator [an NRC license held
Shift Supervisor Nuclear
Solid State Protection System
Technical Specification [part of the facili
Technical Support Center
Unit Auxiliary Transformer
Volts Alternating Current
Violation [of NRC requirements]
Mork Request/Job Order


